
Improve your 
operation’s 
productivity
FastPac™ DI450 Inserting System

Compact, lightweight and portable solution for visitor registrations

Features and Benefits
•	 Efficiently	captures	the	photo	and	digital	signature	of	guests	along	with	location,	date	

and time of entry

•	 Integrated	access	to	a	cloud-based	staff	database

•	 Suitable	for	both	unattended	receptions	or	receptions	with	staff	on	hand

•	 Automated	printing	of	visitor	labels	reduces	processing	time	and	helps	identify	
visitors at a glance

•	 Customer	Support	Program

•		LAN,	WiFi	or	3G	connectivity	options

 
pbLobbyTrac™ Entry is ideal for: 
•	 Offices	and	showrooms

•	 Events	including	road	shows,	open	homes	and	trade	shows

•	 Retail	stores

Customisation	includes	renaming	
terminals, field names, and 
changing background images.

Preview	visitor	summary	at	one	
glance. 

Browse and export historical 
visitor records for analysis.

Designed to be easy to use, monitor and manage: 

Capture more visitor information with pbLobbyTrac™ Entry. Speak to your Pitney Bowes solutions 
consultant to find out more.

Enhancing the visitor experience is important for any organisation. Having a streamlined registration process can leave a good 
impression and eliminate the administrative burden caused by manual processes while capturing data more accurately on 
your visitors.

Designed as a lightweight and compact system, pbLobbyTrac™ Entry simplifies customer registration for any environment, 
including	road	shows,	showrooms,	events,	retail	stores	and	offices.	Available	in	two	display	options,	this	solution	is	versatile and 
adaptable	—	allowing	you	to	register	visitors	in	a	variety	of	situations.	It	can	also	be	used	for	manned	receptions	or	functions	perfectly	
as a standalone device.
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Pitney Bowes is a proud foundation partner 
of Planet Ark's Business Recycling website.

About Pitney Bowes:

Pitney Bowes provides technology solutions for small, mid-size and large firms that help them connect with customers to build loyalty and 
grow revenue.  The company’s solutions are delivered on open platforms to best organise, analyse and apply both public and proprietary data 
to two-way customer communications. Pitney Bowes is the only firm that includes direct mail, transactional mail, call centres and in-store 
technologies in its solution mix along with digital channels such as the Web, email, live chat and mobile applications.  Pitney Bowes has 
approximately USD $5 billion in annual revenues and 27,000 employees worldwide.  

In the Growth Markets region comprising the Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa, Pitney Bowes operates directly in 12 countries with more 
than 800 employees and is supported by an extensive channel network of more than 100 partners. www.pb.com and http://growthmarkets.
pb.com

Pitney Bowes: Every connection is a new opportunity™. ©2013 Pitney Bowes Inc. All rights reserved

DI450 Specifications

Sheet Feeders
Minimum material size  127 wide x 127mm long

Maximum material size  229 wide x 406mm long

Minimum material weight  60g/m2

Maximum material weight  120g/m2

 
Insert Feeders
Minimum material size  127 wide x 82mm long

Maximum material size  230 wide x 152mm long

Minimum material weight   72g/m2 (unfolded material) 
60g/m2 (folded material)

Maximum material weight  180g/m2 (single sheet)

 
Envelope Feeders
Minimum material size  220 wide x 88mm deep

Maximum material size  242 wide x 164mm deep

Minimum material weight  65g/m2

Maximum material weight  100g/m2

 
Physical Dimensions
Length  1043mm 

Depth  568mm

Height  525mm

Weight  65kg

Electrical  230V, 50Hz, 3A

Add OMR marks to your documents  
the easy way
We can supply templates to help you print OMR marks on  
your documents. But, a simpler way is to combine Planet 
Press, our all-in-one file importing, re-formatting and  
sorting software, with the services of a Pitney Bowes  
systems engineer. Doing it like this means:
• Correct use of OMR marks for all your mailings.
• Removal of costly pre-printed forms.
•  Reformatting text-based files to enhance the value  

of the mailing.

Options
OptiFlow™ Vertical Power Stacker

Basic OMR

Advanced OMR

Envelope Now software

Work more efficiently

Your folder can be optionally supported by a Pitney Bowes 
equipment maintenance agreement. That means we'll 
fix it promptly or replace it if it ever goes wrong.

We’ll also come and train your staff to make sure you are  
up and running as quickly as possible.

Fold types

Single fold Z fold C fold Double fold

 
 

 
Speed
Speed                                                  Up to 3,500 pieces per hour.
                                                                                            (Single A4 sheet into a DLX envelope)

 

Find out more

Speak to your Pitney Bowes account manager for more 
details or email sales.au@pb.com
Or, call 13 23 63 



How to gain more value 
from your mailings

When you’re looking at ways of 
expanding your business, there are lots 
of efficient technologies to help you 
grow. You can invest in everything from 
specialised IT hardware and software to 
digital copier and printing systems and 
integrated telecommunication networks.

But have you looked at your mailing 
operation? Many businesses overlook 
this critical function. Invoices and 
payments flow through it – and so do 
the promotional mailings that generate 
further orders.

Pitney Bowes is working to help you 
make your mail centre as efficient 
as the rest of your operations. If you 
are looking for improved productivity, 
accuracy, flexibility and dependability 
you should choose the FastPac™ DI450 
Inserting System.

Taking your mail operations to a new 
level of productivity
The DI450 allows your staff to easily handle those important 
mailings and meet postal deadlines.

•  Balanced capacity. With balanced capacities between the 
sheet feeders (325 sheets), insert feeder (300 inserts) and 
envelope feeder (300 envelopes), the DI450 runs for longer 
without reloading.

•  Linked feeding. This allows higher-volume, single- 
sheet mailings to be fed from both sheet feeders.  
They automatically change over when one runs out.

•  Range of output options. Boost productivity by 
maximising output handling.

• With the DI450  Mailing Machine Interface – connect directly 
with your mailing equipment for a seamless mailing operation, 
automatically producing mail that is ready to despatch.

Integrated technology you can trust 
•  A system you can count on to deliver. Pitney Bowes produces 

the most reliable tabletop inserting systems. The DI450 
uses proven paper-handling technology and award-winning 
industrial design.

•  Fold, insert and mail. The new mailing machine interface
gives you the power of the DI450 plus a Pitney Bowes
mailing system. Efficient communication between the  
systems means you get improved productivity.

•  The detachable touch screen allows you to operate 
the inserter from your desk, allowing you to focus on other 
important tasks. 

Setting up a job is simple. Just enter the length of 
the sheet, the envelope type and the type of fold… 
then push a button. 

Table not included.
Call us on 13 23 63 to discuss your requirements 
for specialised equipment furniture.

A flexible system that works the way 
you want 
The DI450 handles a wide range of paper and envelope 
formats, and processes them the way you want it to.

•  Handles a wide range of materials. Satisfies almost all 
applications, e.g. invoices, statements, price lists, customer 
communications, promotional letters, reply envelopes and 
cards, leaflets, coupons, flyers.

•  Four folding options. You get the feeding options you need. 
The system can also handle “fold-only” applications when 
you don’t need insertion.

Get the most from each mail piece
By using Optical Mark Recognition (OMR), you can accurately 
control the contents of each mail piece. It gives you the 
confidence to customise each mail piece and control the 
contents.

•  Turn your DI450 into a powerful marketing tool. Using  
the DI450 to read OMR marks on your documents means  
you can selectively include special promotions for valued  
customers or payment reminder information when you  

You decide the message each customer receives by adding 
additional or variable pieces, giving you maximum return  
on your investment in mail.

•  Make sure each recipient receives the correct mailpiece.  
For multi-page or personalised documents, you need to be 
sure each recipient gets exactly the pages meant for them. 
OMR makes controlling the contents of each individual mail 
piece simple. Your high-integrity DI450 can collate multi-page 
documents of 1-5 pages, so your customer receives not just 
the right number of pages but the correct ones.

•  Process your multi-page mailings the easy way.  
Now you don’t even have to split your multi-page mailings 
into different jobs. Using OMR, the DI450 will dynamically 
select the correct number of pages from a single feeder.

The DI450 reads OMR marks 
and turns them into detailed 
instructions for processing 
each mail piece.

Vertical power 
stacker
The optional OptiFlow 
vertical power stacker
lets you unload while 
running for greater 

Envelope feeder 
Delivers outer envelope for inserted material.        

Unique design means easy material loading

Two sheet feeders 
Each feeds a single sheet (or a variable number 
of sheets with the OMR option) into each mail 
piece. The DI450 then gathers and folds the 
pages from the feeders

Built-in job presets 
The operator can pre-set up to  
20 jobs and save them to memory,  
for trouble-free job change-overs

Touch screen 
Operate the inserter from the 
comfort of your desk

Insert feeder
Add a pre-folded 
piece or booklet to your 
mailing (e.g. a coupon, 
reply envelope or pre-
folded flyer). 
Ideal for direct mail
or to add promotional 
items to your regular 
mailings

need to.
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